**Reading Robot Light-Up Bookmarks - (An Allies’ How-to Guide)**
Materials: Robot Bookmark Template, LED light, 3V Lithium Battery, 3 strips of copper tape (approx. 3 in. or 8 cm.)
Step
1. Decide where you want the LED light on your bookmark
and (carefully) poke the LED leads through the bookmark.

Pro-Tips / Execution Advice for Facilitator
If the holes are too big/loose, can secure on the back side
w/ clear tape. (Make sure the leads are not completely
covered to allow for a conductive circuit to be formed.)

NOTE: Remember the bookmark needs to be able to go
inside a book...

*Inquiry Opportunity - (Exploring & Discovering Battery + LED lights)
Goal:  Have students make observations about LED light & battery and try to make the LED light up.
●

Provide each student with a battery & LED light.

SAFETY WARNING: L
 ithium batteries can be choking hazards for small children (& pets) so we want to make sure that we
keep an eye on where batteries are going at all time during the event and that they are well-secured onto the bookmarks
people are taking home.
Battery Guiding Question(s): 1) “ What do you observe about the battery?” (+ and - sides, one side is flat (+) and the other
is bumpy (-)
Content: 3V Battery Polarity: one side is positive, and the other is negative.
NOTE: the positive side of the battery wraps around the sides whereas the negative side is only on the bottom.
LED Light Guiding Question(s): 1
 ) “What do you observe about the LED light?” (one lead is longer than the other),
2) “Does it matter what LED lead touches each side of the battery?” (yes)
Content: L
 ED polarity: longer lead is positive, shorter lead is negative. Have students test with a battery to identify
polarity of the leads.

2.Flatten the leads of the LED and label the positive &
negative lead on the back (blank side) of the bookmark.

The longer/positive LED lead needs to contact the
flat/positive side of a coin battery; shorter/negative LED
lead should contact the opposite side of the battery.
(Otherwise it won’t illuminate!)
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3. Tape down a 2-3” piece of copper tape over each of the
LED leads and press down on the tape to make sure it is
firmly connected to the LED leads.

Fold down the corners of the copper tape to make it easier
to take off the paper backing.
Remove only a small portion of the paper backing on the
copper tape and then peel off the rest of the backing off as
you apply the tape to the paper. This helps prevent curling
of the tape, and makes it easier to manage
the tape.

(Make sure the two tape strips do not touch each other
otherwise you run the risk of short circuiting.)

Make sure the LED leads are in full contact
with the copper tape otherwise the circuit
runs the risk of being finicky due to it not
being well-connected.

*Inquiry Opportunity - (Understanding Short Circuiting)
Goal: H
 ave students understand what short circuiting means, how to create/identify one, and know how to fix it.
●

Use a finished bookmark for this demo and give students short strips of copper tape to try and turn the LED
light off without using the switch on the bookmark.

Guiding Question(s): 1) “ Why do you think the tape paths can’t overlap or be in contact?” (The tape strips cannot be
touching each other; if they are it can create a short circuit.), 2) “Why can’t the light turn on when there is a short circuit?
(The short circuit created makes the electricity from the battery bypass/avoid passing through the light so the light gets
no energy to turn on.)

4. Locate the copper tape with the negative lead and place
battery negative side down on the negative tape.

If someone didn’t label the leads and doesn’t know the
orientation of their LED light, encourage them to
troubleshoot: re-check the length of the leads and/or
connecting with a battery - (may need to re-straighten the
leads...)
(Refer back to Step 2…)

(Flat, positive side of the battery should be facing up.)
*Inquiry Opportunity - (Testing Conductivity)
Goal: H
 ave students understand what types of materials are conductive and can complete a circuit.
●

Using the student’s bookmark and materials that are readily available - (e.g. paper, pens, copper tape strips,
regular Scotch tape, paper clips, jewelry, shirt, etc.) - test to see what kinds of materials can complete the circuit
and turn on the LED.
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(Copper side of copper tape)

(Paper backing)

(Jewelry)

(Pen - non-metal part)

(Paper clip)

(Finger)

Guiding Question(s): 1) “What types of materials do you notice can turn the light on - (are conductive / ‘move electricity
around’?)” (metal), 2) “Why can’t we cover up the entire battery with the regular tape?” (because the tape is not
conductive so it would break the circuit.)
5. Secure the battery by using a piece of clear tape on one
half of the battery, but leave part of the flat, positive side
of the battery exposed.

6. Create a switch. Start with a strip of copper tape that is
about 2.5” long. Take a short section of paper backing off
and fold the sticky side of the tape onto itself. Leave the
paper backing on the remainder of the tape (~1”).

Can use a copper tape “bubble”/circle to stick down
battery if the clear, Scotch tape is not enough to hold
battery in place.

If the tape switch comes in contact with the negative
copper strip, then the circuit can get short circuited.

Connect the sticky side of the switch to
the positive copper tape path - (the one
without the battery connected on it) and complete the circuit by touching the
non-sticky switch to the positive side of
the battery.

7. Color & decorate the front side of your bookmark. (Can
be done at home…)
Happy Reading with your Reading Robot Bookmark!
o[^____^]o
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